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Section I: Our May Feature: “A Date with Shannon Harris, Audio Pharmacologist”
Saturday May 22, 2021
We will start the presentation with
“An Interview of Shannon Harris by Ann Michaels –
the topic is Audio Pharmacology.”
Then Shannon will be on hand live for
Questions and General Discussion of his work.
Then, we will have a Shannon Harris Zoom Dance Party.
To help the sponsoring of this presentation,
we are charging $15.00 per attendee.**
This will be an exciting
Please pay by Pennies,
presentation and we
Shekels, Yuan, postage
hope you can make it.
stamps, CC or PayPal
Our previous Zooms
when you register for
have been well
the presentation.
attended.
** Each attendee will
Register Here
be sent a link to
Or Here
download the program
Or maybe Here.
free.
But join us!!
In this 60 minute lecture, Shannon Harris will introduce
an array of sound sciences, light theories, sacred/sonic geometry
and vibrational techniques
which can be implemented into healthier lifestyle practices...
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Section II Shannon Harris
An Interview of Shannon Harris by Ann Michaels: Audio Pharmacology
In this sixty minute interview, Shannon Harris will introduce an array of sound sciences, light
theories, sacred/sonic geometry and vibrational techniques that can be implemented into healthier
lifestyle practices.
Harris has had a multifaceted career spanning over three decades as an international DJ, musician,
composer, label owner, videographer, Qi Gong instructor, humanitarian, pro-activist, speaker, teacher,
healer, and Audio Pharmacologist™. He uses the knowledge he has gathered to bridge the healing arts,
science, energy medicine and live entrainment performances under his unique practice entitled "Audio
Pharmacology™. Find more about his methods at: https://audiopharmacology.com/

Section III –If you missed # 15 Tom Valone Presents "The Tom Bearden Phenomena"
Master Class # 15 is now in Members Only Land on our website
In this video presentation, Tom Valone highlighted some of the interesting details of the life and
work of the Legendary Tom Bearden – Energy, Electricity, Jellyfish and Tickling the Vacuum.
After what Valone calls a “four hour marathon” visit with Tom Bearden, during which Bearden did
most of the talking, Valone got the idea to try to summarize the works of Bearden, a daunting task to say
the least.

Section IV – What is Next This Summer?
June, 2021: Dr. Darren Starwynn will present “Healing at a Distance: A Multi-Dimensional
Treatment System Using Vibrational Therapies”
In this talk you will learn new ways to create highly effective clinical results by combining
vibrational therapies such as micro-current, light and sound healing with working through the Quantum
Field of inter-connected consciousness.
The methods you will learn can be offered in person in clinical settings or remotely via phone calls
or Zoom. Darren Starwynn will share the fruits of his 35+ years of clinical research and experience in
caring for clients who have not responded adequately to allopathic or holistic healing systems. Based on
the insight that emotional shock and trauma is at the root of over 75% of cases of chronic pain, anxiety,
depression, fibromyalgia, low immune function and lowered quality of life.
Darren will outline a way to address the physical, emotional and "informational" or spiritual levels
of care at the same time. This approach uses combinations of vibrational therapies such as microcurrent, light and sound therapies combined with what he calls Quantum Healing. This multiimensional
system is well suited for people at our time of rapid change and spiritual evolution.
BIO: Darren’s greatest passion is empowering healthcare professionals and healers to awaken their
consciousness, empower their skills and fulfill their highest potential for success. He has been working
on the leading edge of consciousness since his teenage years when he traveled to India to study with a
spiritual master.
Since then he has had a long career as acupuncturist, inventor, writer, healer and teacher, integrating
therapeutic systems from around the world. He has written four groundbreaking books, led hundreds of
workshops and seminars, invented several vibrational devices used worldwide and helped develop
advanced mind-body healing systems. His newest invention is coming out this year.
Thousands of people have been directly or indirectly touched by Darren's offerings, and he has
inspired many colleagues to expand the scope of their work to include energy medicine and
consciousness-based healing systems.

His healing work integrates vibrational technologies with multi-dimensional quantum healing to
help people rapidly release old trauma, pain and limitations to their full, joyful self-expression. His
workshops and retreats weave laughter and playfulness into deep transformational whole brain learning.
Learn more about Darren's work at: www.bridgetomastery.com and www.drstarwynn.com
July, 2021: Brooks Agnew presents “Psychotronics”
August, 2021: Beverly Rubik and Andrew Michrowski present”5G and EM Pollution”

Section V – The BEARDEN PULLOUT SECTION
Al's Alternative Energy Reading Corner – With Al Kacperski

Al's Alternative Energy Reading Corner
Relating to Tom Bearden's webcast.
There was not nearly enough time to cover all the Tom
Bearden material he spoke about in all 20 USPA lectures as well
as private communications. I recall several interesting stories.
T.B. gave a presentation at USPA called “Soviet Weather
Engineering over North America.” (NOW available free for
USPA members in the “members” tab on our website!)
I recall watching it with a friend many years ago. It showed cloud patterns that were artificial
looking in the sky. T.B. suggested that the patterns were formed by HAARP like facilities around the
world. The machine heats the upper atmosphere and steers the jet stream to change the weather. The
recent Texas freeze could be an example of this. The cloud pattern forms a wave pattern like ripples on
the water after a stone is dropped in. Then the ripples form a cross hatched pattern like ripples in two
dimensions. Well, after we watched the video, we went driving about 50 miles east of Cleveland, Ohio.
The sky was completely overcast with a solid layer of gray clouds. All of a sudden, the clouds
separated into perfectly spaced rows (ripples). Now within 10 minutes, we could see straight line rows
of cloud and sky from horizon to horizon. Then, 5 minutes later, a cross hatched pattern could be seen in
the sky with rows of clouds in two directions. We were stunned at the coincidence or synchronicity.
Minutes after that, the entire sky was perfectly clear. [Editor Note: the film can be viewed in our USPA
Member’s Only section, and will be available for purchase in our store soon.)
I talked to T.B. at the next conference and told him where this happened and he said "Oh yes, that is
the HAARP facility at the Ravenna Arsenal Base in Ohio".
A few years back, Scott and I were invited to T.B.'s house in Huntsville, Alabama. We listened to
his stories for over 6 hours. He told of a man named Doyle Noyce. Andrew Michrowski talked about
him in several USPA lectures. Tom said he had fully activated psychic powers meaning he was
superhuman!! Tom said he followed him around for a month observing him. He could go to a drought
location, point his finger at the sky, and in a few minutes it would rain. He had full mind over matter
control.
But there was a dark side to the story. Somebody wanted him killed. Tom said he witnessed an
attempt on his life. The two were outside on a street and several black vehicles came speeding around a
corner shooting at both of them. Doyle pointed his finger at the vehicles and they vanished into
oblivion!! Tom said eventually "they" got him. Before he died, Doyle went to Tom's house and gave a
sort of blessing to protect Tom and his wife.
Tom said he was in bed one night and an assassin came into the house to kill him but was
unsuccessful. Tom heard a loud noise like a vacuum bubble collapsing. When he got up to look around,
no one was there. Doyle had protected him.

The Chat Review of March and April 2021 USPA Bearden Zoom Events
Though only about half were able to attend, we had 200 people registered for the March 2021 Tom Bearden Q
& A! There were many comments in the Chat. Last names were removed for privacy, but here is the chat from
that Zoom presentation.
05:48:31 Jose C.:

I am also trying to learn about scalar waves for communications, but I’m newbie
here. Trying to learn more about it.
05:48:38 John A.:
Given that Tom was demonstrably wrong so often, why is he still receiving
attention? Notably, he claimed the Soviets were so far ahead they should
certainly have won the war
05:51:03 Suja V:
hi.. any possibility of a scalar wave geberstr
05:52:23 Dan M:
Maybe we should use a different term than scalar. I think the Russians say torsion
field and rarely use the term scalar.
05:52:25 Suja V:
hi.. any possibility of a scalar energy generator blocking harmfully used scalar
energy
05:53:19 Carlos P:
Do you think Quantum Potential is related with Quantum Entanglement?
05:53:52 Carlos P:
Because Entanglement is a funny thing but totally real
05:54:43 Suja V.:
or a scalar detector to trace the source of the misuse by high-tech military or antisocial elements.. thanks.
05:55:01 Dan M :
Yes. My point is that if there is motion and direction then how can it be scalar.
05:57:16 Toby G :
Fascinating..
05:59:00 Petrut V:
What do you think about “Scalar wave device” made by Konstantin Meyl?
06:00:29 Eileen B:
Fer De Lance: A Briefing on Soviet Scalar Electromagnetic Weapons Plastic Comb –
June 1 1986by T. E. Bearden (Author)
06:03:22 Christopher Thomas: could you give at some point some of the textbook references regarding
P:
the physics and psychic phenomina that you were referringto in the lecture?
06:06:53 Eileen B:
What? Modulate Scalar waves?
06:11:07 Jose C:
There is currently a protest against SpaceX, they are launching 42000 more
satellites with 75KW each. This would create a lot more energy into earth I believe
it will impact. You can see the description of protest here
06:11:09 Jose C:
https://stop5ginternational.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/SpaceX-ProtestRally-Press-Release-March-4th-version.pdf
06:16:09 Eileen B:
There are EMF devices out there that claim to neutralize or modulate toxic
frequencies. Some of these devices are described as scalar, some as quantum.
06:18:52 Suja V:
unfortunately the devices don't block the audio-video purposely sent to the
"humanimals"' internal sensory systems by miscreants.
06:18:56 Jose C:
Im EMF sensitive, and looked for many options, no one convinced me. What I had
to do was to by protective clothes while moving to new place.
06:19:09 Eileen B:
How does digital screen addiction influence the brain?
06:20:22 Suja V:
nor being radio-device-free (phones/computers/powerlines)
06:22:10 Eileen B:
Where does WATER fit into all of this? ie. Viktor Scauberger
06:22:56 Christopher Very interersting discussion., but I have to go.
P:
06:25:53 Beverly
J Schnurer
Rubik:

06:26:58 Dawn D:

06:28:13 Thomas

Valone:
06:28:39 Beverly

Rubik:
06:36:11 Beverly C:
06:36:33 Mirto F:
06:36:39 Clinton L:
06:38:42 Eileen B:

06:39:00 Carlos P:
06:39:11 Beverly C:
06:40:31 Eileen B:
06:43:01 Eileen B:
06:43:19 Dawn D:
06:44:37 Eileen B:
06:44:54 Suja V:
06:46:04 Laurinda A:
06:46:48 Beverly
06:46:59
06:48:32
06:50:34
06:50:40
06:53:06
06:57:07

Rubik:
Laurinda A:
Ann K:
Eileen B:
Beverly C:
Eileen B:
Dan M:

06:57:13
07:00:31
07:00:55
07:01:31

Harold G:
Donna A:
Donna A:
Suja V:

If I may, there is no there it is always only here - as there is no yesterday nor
tomorrow only now. May I add there Zero Point of no thing is the potentiality of
everything as continually demonstrated by the production of the now that is by
the demonstrations of human forwardness by potentiality additioning (new word
I claim it..) not physics.
For anyone interested, IRI sells a modest collection in the "Scalar Potentials,
Fields, and Waves" report available on Amazon or the www.integrity-research.org
Schnurer's paper online: https://arxiv.org/ftp/gr-qc/papers/9612/9612022.pdf
Bob Beutlich taught his students that ‘energy follows thought (intent)’
“Thought is an Idea in transit, which when once released, never can be lured back,
nor the spoken word recalled. Nor ever can the overt act be erased.” Pythagoras
it may not be measurable in real time.
I saw in the book Fer de Lance what Alan Bennett described. Alan Bennett was a
sailor by vocation whose passion, or “raison d’être,” turned to astronomy after he
and a co-worker experienced an unexplained phenomenon at sea in November
1975. Call it a vision, a sighting or whatever you like, but from that point forward
he found his thoughts filled with mathematics and geometric patterns and
relationships.
Perhaps thoughts does not travel in this 4D world
Walter Russel answers many of these questions in The Divine Iliad (Amazon or
Phoenix Books
Bohm’s teacher was Jiddu Krishnamurti
Spooky.
Fascinating. Thank you for expending the more before I joined this session. I look
forward to the next gathering.
Structured Water.
Lots of ancient wisdom influenced modern scientists. we may have lost a lot of
knowledge before starting from scratch in this civilization 10, 20, 000 years ago
Beverly please repeat name of the magazine reference?
Infinite Energy Magazine
thks
Flatland - describes a 4D sphere going into a 3D reality
Scalar possibilities in brain — 90% water.
Malcrom Rae cards worked without a formal instrument - only the pattern.
Did it burn down
I wonder if you actually could outgrow the instrument, because the instrument
extends, amplifies, and expands your abilities, so if you got better, the instrument
would still amplify that expanded ability.
I spoke with her at length and can speak on her.
Glen, can you please repeat the name of this person???
this is profound
on the death rays:

07:01:37 Suja V:

07:02:31 Carlos P:
07:03:17 Thomas

Valone:
07:03:27 Donna A:
07:03:27 Jose C:

07:03:51 Julia S.:
07:04:20 Andrew M:
07:04:31 Ed Kelly:
07:04:45 Thomas

To, Wireless (June 4, 1928). "Finds a 'Death Ray' Fatal to Humans. German
Scientist Says it Inflames and Destroys Cells, Hence Aids in Disease. Expects to
Split Atom. Dr. Graichen Has Device to Make Blind See With Light Sent Through
the Skull". The New York Times. Retrieved 2007-07-21. Berlin, June 4, 1928. The
discovery of a new 'death ray,' capable of destroying, though not intended to
destroy, human life, has just been announced by Dr. Graichen, a young physicist
and engineer employed as an experimenter by the *Siemens Halske Electric
Company*
https://www.nytimes.com/1928/06/04/archives/finds-a-death-ray-fatal-tohumans-german-scientist-says-it-inflames.html
Thank you
Kervran ref among many:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282984962_Biological_transmutations
wave genetics.org is in another language??? can you please type the name in the
chat? Thanks
I am trying to learn about scalar waves for communications, but I’m newbie here.
Trying to learn more about it. Would you have any good references for me to start
looking into?
So inspiring listening to these super experienced practitioners, really appreciate it,
thank you.
Thank you all for this quite learned overview which proceeds from Bearden's line
of thought.
You’re very welcome!
Kervran's book on Amazon:

Valone:
07:04:47 Thomas

Valone:
07:04:58
07:05:21
07:06:03
07:07:27
07:09:04

Donna A :
Harold G :
Eileen B:
Mirto F:
LeRoy B:

07:10:31
07:10:33
07:10:42
07:10:54
07:11:02
07:11:04
07:11:06
07:11:11
07:11:12

g g:
Beverly C:
Aether F:
Charles B:
Helen B:
Kevin K:
Beverly C:
Carlos P:
Laurinda A:

https://www.amazon.com/Biological-Transmutation-C-LouisKervran/dp/0918860652/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=louis+
kervran+book&qid=1616265580&sr=8-1
thank you to all!!!
I can speak on Fran based on a long chat we had.
Celebrate SPRING EQUINOX! Thank you all for this.
Anyone knows about the work of Professor Igor Smirnov?
Barium titanate and lithium niobite are phase conjugate reflectors so perhaps
they could be added to radionics devices to magnify their effectiveness.
Thank you all very much!!!
Where is th Superhuman movie available?
This was wonderful. Thank you for this session. Very very informative.
Movie is available on Amazon.com
Thank you for great insights.
thank you all, wonderful talk !
Thanks to all
Thank you all
Many thanks

Comments by Gene Gryziecki (USPA Conference Volunteer):
You may be interested in some new research that suggests scalar waves are longitudinal helical
waves of mass-free energy.
Dr. Paulo and Alexandra Correa and their team have been able to completely identify, describe and
put to work the aether (mass-free energy); in addition to describing how it interacts with matter to
produce the electromagnetic spectrum and the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation.
Unfortunately, their work is so extensive that it requires some effort to read the monographs that
describe their experiments, thought processes, and conclusions. The work builds upon itself like a
mystery novel. As such, it is more than just new technology but a new science!
Building upon the work of Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957) and his research of pendulums, it was
possible to decipher his formula for converting mass to length. Reich’s work showed a relationship
between the length of a pendulum and the atomic or molecular mass of a particle. Accordingly, every
particle of matter has an associated functional equivalent gravitational wavelength.
Applying Reich’s mass to length conversion technique to basic fundamentals resulted in a further
understanding and expanding of Louis de Broglie’s (1892-1987) theory of matter/particle waves, the
complexities of the electroscope, the thermal anomaly of Faraday cages (as identified by Reich), and the
output of Tesla coils (in agreement with Nikola Tesla’s (1856-1943) comments that the coils output
energy that is not electromagnetic even though he was unable to provide proof). They have led to a new
understanding of energy and the ground-breaking discovery and analysis of energy that is MASSFREE.
It turns out this energy is everywhere, including within human bodies. To confirm the correctness of
the team’s theories, a number of proof-of-concept machines have been developed, some of which may
be commercialized. Videos #2 and 3 below demonstrate how motors may be powered from metal boxes
or human bodies. Please see the links below. Since the videos are confidential, you may show them to
others but please refer to me, anyone that wishes to obtain a link. (Note: the videos may be played
without creating a Dropbox account by closing the pop-up box.)
Powering a motor from metal boxes should be watched before the one from human bodies because
there is more explanation of system operation. Videos #2 and 3 are excerpts taken from the Correas’
DVD titled “From Pulsed Plasma Power to the Aether Motor” which is available
at www.aetherometry.com.
1. Introductory video (about 3 minutes) –
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gknjf1wkeisu6cw/Introduction%20video.mov?dl=0
2. Powering motor from metal boxes (about 90 seconds) –
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2hbpnn76rm3hlwm/motor%20powered%20from%20metal%20boxes.
mp4?dl=0
3. Powering motor from human bodies (about 90 seconds)–
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vftvzl9ok1j3g29/motor%20powered%20from%20human%20energy.m
p4?dl=0 Descriptions of the team’s technologies and supporting machines can be found
at www.aetherenergy.com. The monographs, meticulously describing their experiments, thought
processes and conclusions can be found at www.aetherometry.com, on the left-hand side under “All
Serial Publications.”
For those interested in this earth-shaking science, in-depth learning is required and can only be
accomplished by reading the monographs, books and other publications. I hope you take this opportunity
to do so. A word of CAUTION: browsing www.aetherometry.com and selecting a monograph or book
to read may result in some confusion due to new words, language, etc. based on this entirely new
science. My recommendation is to start with the first monograph (AS2-01) and go from there as they
build upon one another like a mystery novel.

Dan Taylor’s Follow Up from Bearden Q & A
Dan said, “Here are the items I said I would send to Scott during the March Zoom Q&A Tom
Bearden event. These should probably either go on the website or in a newsletter, as I wouldn’t be able
to keep up with individual requests…”
The first of his contributions is quite large, so it is in the USPA online media library. The title is
“Problems of Bionics (Selected Articles).” The Source is Problemy Bioniki. No. 2, 1970. It is open
sourced, so feel free to download it, but it is 25 pages long, so don’t hit the print button until you see it.
Here is the link: https://www.psychotronics.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Problems-of-BionicsSelected-Articles.pdf
The second is a picture from Extraordinary Physics.

Dan also sent a three slide Power Point, which is in pictures to follow.

Interview with Lt. Col. Thomas E. Bearden
[Editor’s note: This is only question #1 of the 27 questions posed by the interviewers. The full text
of this interview can be found in the USPA library at https://www.psychotronics.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/05/Interview-with-Bearden-Formatted-for-the-Web-Library.pdf

Bearden Interview
The following interview with Tom Bearden appeared in a magazine called "Megabrain Report". It is
dated 4-Feb-1991. The interviewers were Terry Patten and Michael Hutchison.
Q&A CONTENT
Scalar EM (SEM)
Missing SEM
Summary of SEM
SEM references
Action at a distance
Whittaker transmission
Morphic field & SEM
Living systems & SEM
Mind/brain & SEM
Mind & hidden SEM

SEM & ethics
SEM impacts
Mind control
Mind control example
Mind and brain
Proof of SEM & mind
Hydrocephaly
Internal brain-state
Brain & hidden chaos
SEM wave detection

Problems EM, QM &
GR
QM problem s
GR problems
Credit to scientists
Physics minus SEM
Whittaker & EM
Other implications

Question 1: Can you offer the layman an extremely simplified summary of what scalars are,
how they relate to Maxwell's equations, unified field theory, and the limitations of currently
accepted quantum physics, relativity theory, and electromagnetics?
A: Whew! You've asked for a complete explanation of how to unify the three major disciplines of
physics, specify what's wrong with the three present versions of those disciplines that has prevented
their unification, and how this was in Maxwell's original quaternion equations (some 200 of which are
actually his theory, not the pale four vector equations written by Heaviside and Gibbs). You also asked
for an explanation of scalars versus vectors, and how the present vector analysis (of Heaviside and
Gibbs) misses the boat with respect to structured scalars. And you've asked me to do it simply, in
layman's terms. To say that that's a tall order is the understatement of the decade!
Okay, we'll have a go at it anyway. We'll start with scalars and vectors. Basically we visualize
things in the universe as two sorts those that move (have motion) and those that don't. In physics we
know already that this is in error; there isn't anything in the universe, anywhere that is motionless. At
least it is moving through time, which is still a special kind of motion. Also, we know that everything
seems to be made up of much finer things, and these finer things are always in motion - often very
violent motion. So what we observe as a passive thing - sitting still spatially, so to speak - is made up of
such things in violent motion spatially. And the whole system that is not moving spatially is still moving
in time. However, we don't see "time" but just space; therefore we see the thing as "motionless."
However, the "motionless" thing we look at is rather like a fixed whirlpool in a swiftly flowing river the
whirlpool seems to us to stay "fixed" and motionless, but internally its parts (the flowing water) are in
constant motion.
Another example is a container of gas under pressure - such as the air tank at the service station.
The tank and "the air as a whole spatial volume" isn’t going anywhere, and we see them as "motionless."
But inside the gas its molecules are in violent motion, undergoing collisions, etc. Indeed, inside the walls
of the tank, the molecules and atoms are in vibrational back-and-forth motion in a spatial lattice.
The point is, physically "motion" and "motionless" only apply to the external characteristics of the
object to which we pin the label. So it represents only an overall characteristic of the object, and does
not completely describe it. In a sense "motionless" is filled with motion, and all is motion.
In vector analysis, a scalar quantity is considered to be a quantity that has magnitude or size, but no
motion. An example is pressure; the pressure of a gas has a certain value of so many pounds per square
inch, and we can measure it, but the notion of pressure does not involve the notion of movement of the
gas through space. Therefore pressure is a scalar quantity, and it's a gross, external quantity since it's a
scalar. Note, however, the dramatic difference here between the physics of the situation and
mathematics of the situation. In mathematics, when you say something is a scalar, you're just speaking
of a number, without having a direction attached to it. And mathematically, that's all there is to it; the
number doesn't have an internal structure, it doesn't have internal motion, etc. It just has magnitude and, of course, location, which may be attachment to an object.
However, physically, when we say something has pressure or a scalar value that is not all there is to
it. That particular aspect of the object or system may be scalar, but internally the thing it's labeling can
still be decomposed into subsystems or particles or small things in violent motion. That is, in physics the
scalar quantity can mathematically be further decomposed into an ensemble of vector quantities. Since
these parts are rushing around in all directions but the whole is not translating through space, then
obviously the sum of all those fractional motions must be zero. Scalar pressure, for example, can be
12

decomposed into a myriad of opposing force vectors per unit area. Mathematically, a vector is an entity
that not only may have magnitude or size, but is translating through space. In physics, we apply the
vector concept to something that is moving, and/or to position. However, when we think further, that
"something" is made of smaller things, which also are in violent motion, and these smaller things may
be swarming all over the place with differing velocities - or even flowing at high speed in and out of the
moving "system-thing" represented by the vector. So even here, the vector thing is a special case of an
ensemble of smaller things. In the physical world, in anything - even inside a single point - there are
always infolded vector things in violent motion. We may say that these interior critters are "hyperspatial
or "infolded" or "virtual or "hidden". But they're real and they're inside the point, as seen by the external
observer.
The point is this. Everything seen externally is a plenum internally. In the real physical world, both
a thing that's externally motionless (a scalar) and a thing (a vector) that's externally translating through
space, are special cases of a system whose internal parts are always in motion. If the sum of the internal
motions is zero, the external object seems to be sitting still and motionless to us (though it's still moving
through time with - usually - uniform motion).
We describe that internal characteristic of the system as a vector zero resultant system. Externally
we may also characterize it as a scalar, because it still possesses attributes that have magnitude. On the
other hand, if the sum of the internal motions is not zero, but is a motion in a certain spatial direction,
then to us the external object seems to be moving along in space. That is, it is translating spatially.
Externally it has both magnitude and direction, so we view it as a vector. To label a thing as only a
vector is to look only at its external attributes. To label a thing as only a scalar is to look only at its
external attributes. To look at its internal attributes, it must be recognized as a scalar and a vector at the
same time. That is, the scalar attributes must be recognized to be composed on internal vectors.
Summing that up, physically a scalar thing is a thing that (1) is a vector in time, which is hidden from
direct observation, (2) externally is just a magnitude spatially, and (3) has an internal spatial vector
structure, and therefore a hyperspatial or virtual-state vector structure. A vector is a thing in motion in a
dimension (through a frame), whether in space, hyperspace, or time. Rigorously it is not possible to
exclusively separate the notions of vector and scalar, because any scalar, to persist, is automatically a
vector in time.
These concepts of vector and scalar are normally not nearly so well clarified in standard physics and
mathematics texts, unfortunately. Usually discussions of this type are reserved to obscure papers in
foundations of mathematics. It may surprise the casual student, for example, that the notions of line,
point, space, zero, length, dimension, frame, time, and observer have no truly acceptable definitions.
Neither do the notions of free, mass, field, potential, etc. In fact, mathematics no longer attempts to
explain how a line can be made of points. Instead, in foundations, it is simply stated as three postulations
thusly "There is a class of entities called points. There is another class of entities called lines. Lines are
composed of points."
From a physics viewpoint, one of the big problems with the present vector mathematics - which is
well-known not to be a complete system of mathematics in the first place - is that the presence of a
bunch of vectors that sum to zero is just treated as a zero or absence of any vectors at all. That is, the
absence of any internal vectors at all is made synonymous to the presence of a bunch of internal vectors
that are fighting each other to a draw. What this does is throw away the internal energy and internal
ordered structuring of the medium - specifically, the energy of all the vector fighters that is continually
going on inside the local medium - inside space-time itself. Physically that's quite wrong, and one is
throwing away exactly half the energy of the situation. There is a very real physical difference between a
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system of real vectors that fight to a draw and so do not translate en masse, and the absence of any
vectors and vector- fighting at all. The difference is composed of stress and its internal vector patterns the internal energetic engines in local space-time and local rest mass - in short, the energy trapped in the
local medium.
Where electrical students meet this hidden problem, of course, is in the fact that the four vector
Heaviside equations of EM are not closed. One always has to assume that one or more of the "remaining
potentials" is zero - that is, absent. So right there all the texts and professors reduce even Heaviside's
equations to a special case of the absence of any "left-over and hanging around" scalar potentials. As an
example, that little assumption gets rid of any possibility of the Aharonov-Bohm effect, where potentials
alone can interfere, even in the absence of EM force fields, and produce real force effects in charged
particle systems. That is, the sole agent of the interference of scalar potentials can induce EM changes,
according to the experimentally proven Aharonov-Bohm effect, even in the total absence of EM force
fields.
Since 1959, it has been known in quantum mechanics that the EM force fields are not primary
agents at all. We know that classical EM theory is completely wrong on this Q/W [sic QM?] shows that
it's the potentials that are primary, not the force fields. In fact, it can be shown that the E-field and Bfield do not exist as such in vacuum; only the potential for the E- field and the B-field exist in vacuum.
Feynman pointed that out, but nearly all of his modern cohorts seem not to have recognized that fact.
Indeed, vacuum is just a conglomerate of potentials, nothing more, and nothing less. And if you just
look carefully at the definitions of force and E-field, you see immediately that (1 ) force (nonrelativistic
case) consists of mass times acceleration. Therefore a force consists of an accelerated mass. An electric
force consists of an accelerated charged mass, normalized for a unit. But it really isn't treated that way in
the EM theory, where it continues to erroneously be considered to exist as a force field in the vacuum.
At least you've got to use the adjectives "virtual" and "observable" to differentiate vacuum things
from material things. One can correctly state that a virtual electric force field exists in vacuum,
comprised of accelerating virtual masses, but not an observable force field. The observable electric force
field requires, and consists of, accelerated observable charged particles. And the only place observable
particles exist are in a physical medium, of a collection of one or more observable particles in space.
So it doesn't take any special powers of thought to directly show that there are some very serious,
fundamental things wrong with the present foundations of EM theory. There are lots of other flaws in
EM, such as the fall of the Lorentz force law in modern railgun experiments. The law has always been
false, but is a sufficient approximation if the energy regime is not too Inigli.(high? sic) Peter Garneau’s
work is fundamental in this respect.
To sum things up another way, the present vector analysis (as applied to electromagnetics) discards
the internal, trapped EM energy of local space-time. Now if the internal trapped energy of space-time
varies from place to place, that is called a curved space-time, relativistically speaking. And when a
space-time is curved, there is communication of energy between the internal, infolded, virtual EM
energy state and the external, translating, observable EM energy state. Curved one way, the local spacetime is a sink, with external energy pouring into it continually, and disappearing from observation of the
external state. Curved the other way, the local space-time is a source, with energy pouring out of it
continually, and appearing in observation in the external state.
What the present vector system of EM does, therefore, is throw out the ability to use the very strong
EM force as an agent to curve local space-time. The very mathematics itself, a priori, assumes and
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guarantees a locally flat space-time. And in an un-curved region of space-time, for example, you are
never going to make an over-unity machine - a so-called "free energy" machine that will give you more
energy out than you put in - because the application of the vector theory a priori guarantees the
elimination of any hidden sources from the local space-time (ST) medium. If you're going to tap the
trapped vacuum energy, and make a so-called "free energy" device, you're going to have to curve the
local space-time. That is the only way to produce a local energy source in the vacuum, from which a
current issues. Notice that, when we put a paddlewheel in a river, we produce a free energy device
because we tap some of the energy in the flow. But we tap a current, we do not just tap a potential per
se. The entire secret of tapping vacuum energy, to build a free energy device, is to produce a current in
the local vacuum potential that is self- sustained, and then tap that current.
So the present EM theory throws away exactly half of the energetics of the situation involved. From
time to time yet another physicist discovers that astonishing fact, and publishes a paper on it to point it
out. Nobody does anything about it, however, because no one has the foggiest notion of what to do. So
everybody just lets it pass and nothing is changed.
Download the whole (formatted) interview HERE!

Section VI Articles of Interest
How the Universe and Life Were Created by Glen Rein, PhD, Quantum-Biology Research Lab
Dan Winter’s latest book (updated in 2019) entitled Fractal Conjugate Space and Time: Cause of
Negentropy, Gravity and Perception: Conjuring Life is worth reconsidering based on newly published
main-stream science.
Although written in Danspeak and on the surface is highly speculative, as usual it has kernels of
truth that are based in hard mathematical-physics. Aside from the usual focus on negentropy, there is a
new concept which is worth mentioning. He proposes that the essence of the Universe is not energy, but
is fundamentally composed of a compressible media which stores inertia and information. Dan further
describes it as a wave-like fluid which rotates. As it rotates it self-organizes and takes on different
symmetrical geometric forms.
The science that supports Dan’s theory is as interesting as the original hypothesis. The idea of a
compressible media first appeared in the scientific literature in the 1950’s where it is described as hydromagnetic indicating it is fluid-like. This article, written from the Institute of Advanced Studies at
Princeton (where Einstein and Openheimer worked) further describes the electrical properties of such a
plasma-like medium.
The most exciting part is that the mathematical equations used to determine these properties use
force-free scalars. So a compressive medium has electrical, magnetic and scalar properties. And the
icing on the cake is all this sophisticated mathematics describes a toroidal energy field. This geometry of
course has been described by many new-agers and is believed to be the shape of the human heart.
Sixty years later (2016), scientists in the Mathematics Department at the Moscow State University
re-evaluated compressed media and confirmed the original findings from Princeton University. In
addition, they made some rather interesting discoveries. This time the focus was on the movement of the
fluid, rather than its general properties. They confirmed that when it rotates it forms vortices, a first
cousin to the toroid.
The vortex is such a universal structure it has been proposed to be the fundamental shape of the
atom. Vortices are also very popular in the 21st century new-age community where the idea of a fluid
vortex was extended to an energy vortex like those found in Sedona and Glastonbury.
In order to obtain the vortical properties of a compressed media, the Russian scientists didn’t use
scalar mathematics, but complex conjugates. These mathematical entities are complex numbers which
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are composed of real and imaginary parts. But the mathematical solutions obtained by the Russian
required the real part to go to zero, emphasizing the importance of the imaginary part. The product of a
complex number and its conjugate is a real number. Thus, real numbers and reality itself is derived from
imaginary numbers.
In quantum physics, imaginary numbers are used to describe imaginary fields. Imaginary fields,
once thought to be a mathematical construct, have recently been shown to be associated with the
quantum coherence of a spinning molecule. Thus, imaginary fields exist in the physical Universe.
Although this is the subject of another article, it tells us that compressible media also have quantum
properties further verifying their fundamental nature.
So Dan’s theory is supported by mathematical-physics and makes scientific sense. However, the
really far out part of the theory is that the geometric forms generated from compressible media somehow
magically become alive creating intelligent lifeforms. If Dan is also right about this aspect of his theory,
we have a new mechanism for how life itself was created.
Laverne Denyer offered an article of Interest about How the Brain Works
She wrote, “I came across an article that could be of interest to other members and thought you might put a
brief title and description with a link in the next Newsletter. It is titled "The Brain Maps out Ideas and Memories
like Spaces."
I'm always fascinated by anything about how the brain works, and suspect that others may be as well. The
link to it is: https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-brain-maps-out-ideas-and-memories-likespaces?utm_source=pocket-newtab [Editor’s note: Following is an excerpt from that article to whet your
curiosity.]

The Amnesiac and the Hexagons
On September 1, 1953, Henry Molaison, a 27-year-old man the world would come to know
as “Patient H.M.,” went under the knife in a risky, experimental bid to cure a debilitating case
of epilepsy. A neurosurgeon removed the hippocampus and surrounding tissues from deep
within H.M.’s brain, alleviating some of his seizures but inadvertently leaving him a permanent
amnesiac. Until his death more than half a century later, H.M. couldn’t encode new memories:
neither what he’d had for breakfast, nor the most recent news headline, nor the identity of the
stranger he’d been introduced to just a few minutes earlier.
H.M.’s story, though tragic, revolutionized scientists’ understanding of the role the
hippocampus plays in how the brain organizes memory.
Years later, another hippocampus-centered revolution transpired and earned its pioneers a
Nobel Prize: the discoveries, decades apart, of two types of cells, which made it clear that the
hippocampal region’s fundamental functions included not just memory but also navigation and
the representation of two-dimensional spaces.
The first of these came in 1971, when researchers uncovered “place cells,” which
essentially fire to indicate one’s current location. John O’Keefe, a neuroscientist at University
College London, and his colleagues monitored the brain activity of freely roaming rats and
observed that some of their neurons fired only when they were in specific parts of their cages.
Some became active as a rat sniffed around, say, its enclosure’s northeast corner, but otherwise
remained quiet; others fired in the cage’s center. That is, the cells encoded a sense of place
(“you are here”) — and together, they created a map of the entire space. (When the rat was put
in a different cage or room, these place cells “remapped,” encoding different local positions.)
These findings inspired the proposal that the hippocampus might be creating and storing
“cognitive maps” (an idea first put forth by psychologist Edward Tolman in the 1940s to
explain how rats could suss out new shortcuts to rewards in mazes) beyond spatial ones. At the
very least, the hippocampus seemed like a promising place to start looking for hints of such
maps.
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That work eventually led a then-married pair of scientists at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, May-Britt Moser and Edvard Moser, to direct their attention to the
entorhinal cortex, located just next door to the hippocampus. The region provides major inputs
to the hippocampus — and is also one of the first areas of the brain to deteriorate in
Alzheimer’s disease, which affects both navigation and memory. There, the researchers found
what they called grid cells, which experts now think may be the most compelling candidate for
cognitive mapmaker.
Unlike the place cells, grid cells do not represent particular locations. Instead, they form a
coordinate system that’s independent of location. (As a result, they’re popularly known as the
brain’s GPS.) Each grid cell fires at regularly spaced positions, which form a hexagonal
pattern. Imagine the floor of your bedroom is tiled with regular hexagons, all the same size, and
each hexagon is divided into six equilateral triangles. As you walk across the room, one of your
grid cells fires every time you reach a vertex of any of those triangles.
Different sets of grid cells form different grids: grids with larger or smaller hexagons, grids
oriented in other directions, grids offset from one another. Together, the grid cells map every
spatial position in an environment, and any particular location is represented by a unique
combination of grid cells’ firing patterns. The single point where various grids overlap tells the
brain where the body must be.
This kind of grid network, or code, constructs a more intrinsic sense of space than the
place cells do. While place cells provide a good means of navigating where there are landmarks
and other meaningful locations to provide spatial information, grid cells provide a good means
of navigating in the absence of such external cues. In fact, researchers think that grid cells
are responsible for what’s known as path integration, the process by which a person can keep
track of where she is in space — how far she has traveled from some starting point, and in
which direction — while, say, blindfolded.
Again, that weblink is: https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-brain-maps-out-ideas-andmemories-like-spaces?utm_source=pocket-newtab

Section VII Our Journals are Digitized!
The 1975 to 1985 Proceedings Collection is available in our shop.
When USPA was started in 1975, it was the Brain storm of JG Gallimore, who invited all the people
who purchased his book Unusual Energies to Indianapolis for a “gathering of minds.” Short Papers and
abstracts were submitted by ten people. Group discussions followed the presentations.
The second conference was held then next year in Washington DC and was called the First United
States Radionics Congress. Everyone enjoyed the discussions of cutting
edge science, and an organizational committee was formed. The bylaws
and Articles of Incorporation were written before the third meeting and
the name was changed to United States Psychotronics Association.
USPA was incorporated as a non-profit organization in July of 1977.
From the start the association began collecting these speakers’
papers and in 1985, they were laboriously retyped and sent to a printer
for professional book binding. Thus, the first “USPA Proceedings” was
created. (Following that were six annual journals, and then several years
of proceedings for that year. Those will be featured in our coming
newsletters.)
It is now available in digital format on our website under “Shop –
Products – USPA 1985 Proceedings” Here is a list of the papers
included in that first 255 page volume:
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1985 Proceedings Table of Contents
Title
Function of Radionics
A Conceptual Model of Paranormal Phenomena, d-Brain Interaction
The Unnecessary Schism between Science and Religion
Systems Methodology of Brainwave Entrainment to Visual Elf Stimuli
International Harmony Based Upon Music of Planetary Grid Systems
Therapist and Operator Protection: Dispelling Negative Entities
Paranormal Photography and Enlargement, with Interpretation
Mathematical Analysis of the Peter Kelly Radionic Rates
Health Reclaimed Through Environmental Integrity
Success Story in Particle Physics -Introducing the “TRON” Elemental
Tensional Particle
Electromagnetic Field Interactions with Biological Macromolecules
Space-Time and Beyond
Matrix Model of “Time Density” and “Telluric Field” Characteristics May
Describe Gravitational Anomalies
pH Theory – Brief Outline – How the Body is Ionized
Foundations of Scalar Electromagnetics
Macroscopic Vacuum Polarization
Tesla, the Man and His Creativity
Infrared Detection In Psychotronics
The Effects of Wearing a Quartz Crystal on Measures of Stress Tolerance in
Individuals
Experiments With a Bedini / West German Type Pulsed DC Motor
Converting The Two-Dimensional 8 X 8 Matrix to The Three-Dimensional
“Cube of Space” with Time, Electric, Magnetic and Gravity Fields
Theoretical Examination of Remote Connectedness Phenomena, Including
Remote Perception and a Domain of Action of Human Consciousness
New Technology For The “New Age” ELF. Measurement and Demo
ELF Waves and EEG Entrainment a Psychotronic Warfare Possibility
An Overlooked Unifying Principle in Physics
Preliminary Report on the Extension of the Functional Approach to
Psychotronic Bio-Synthesis
Fundamental Fields and Phase Information
The Esoteric Worldview: A Ready-made Conceptual Framework for
Psychotronics
You must admit, this is a pretty impressive lineup of speakers.

Author
Neils Primdahl
Jack Houck
Fredric Blau
Andrew M. Junker
Barbara Hero
Alice W Rose, Ph.D.
Joe Gambill
Kathleen Joyce
Jerry Fridenstine
Rocky McCollum
Lynn Surgalla, M.S.
Frank H. Meyer
Eugenia Macer-Story,
B.S., M.F.A.
Mary Hardy
Tom Bearden
Moray B. King
Anna Mary Bierley
Ed Skilling
Dr. Rozanne Bazinet
Ken Moore
Robert Beutlich
Elizabeth A. Rauscher,
Ph.D.
Thomas Valone, M.A.
Dr. Robert Beck
Dr. Henry C. Monteith
Samuel J. Lentine III
Jack Dea
Jan Brice

Section VIII “Members Only” Perk: almost 50 FREE presentations.
One big advantage to being a member of USPA is the Members Only page of our website.
We have over 50 presentations. There is a collection of Master Classes, livestream videos and
Audio and video lectured from Past USPA conferences
Here is a list of the presentations available to members of USPA. Not a member yet? You can fix that
in just a few minutes at https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
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Master Class Videos
Masterclass #1 – Radionics Masterclass - with Lutie Larsen
Masterclass #2 – Strange Physics Masterclass - with Scott Beutlich
Masterclass #3 – What Is The Radionic Stick? - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #4 – Time is Not Solid - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #5 – Accessing and Supplementing Morphogenetic Fields with Radionic Coding
Via the Ether - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #6 - Balancing Ideas with Thought Forms- with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #7 - The Perils of Fifth Generation (5G) Wireless – with Beverly Rubik
Masterclass #8 - Physics of Radionics - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #9 - A Radionic Approach to Fine Agriculture - with Hugh Lovel
Masterclass#10- An Interview with Tad Mann – with Michael Leger
Masterclass#11-An Interview with Nick Franks – with Michael Leger
Masterclass #12- 1984 Presentation – with Marcel Vogel
Masterclass #13 -Mind Dynamics in Space and Time – with Elizabeth Rauscher
Masterclass #14 – Eldon Byrd - Recent Advances in Scalar Technology
Q & A Based on The Tom Bearden 1990 lecture "Action at a Distance: The Fundamental
Mechanism of Radionics." With Panel Members Tom Valone, Marty Lucas, Ed Kelly, Dan
Taylor, Glen Rein, Beverly Rubik, and Host Scott Beutlich
Master Class # 15 Tom Valone Presents "The Tom Bearden Phenomena"
2015 Livestream Playback (video)
1. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locality - Jon Klimo
2. Biomolecular Transitions To Higher Order States from 4D to 5D - Glenn Rein
Classic Videos
3. Action at a Distance: The Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics - Tom Bearden
4. Crop Circles - Colin Andrews
5. Multi-wave Oscillator - Eric Dollard, Tom Brown & Bob Beck
6. Inter-Dimensional Sciences: Report and Update, Peter Kelly
7. Radionics and Keely’s Law of Sympathetic Oscillation - Dale Pond
8. Reconnective Healing - Eric Pearl & Jillian Fleer
9. Scientific Validation of the Human EM Fields - Valerie Hunt
10. Self-Healing Mechanisms in Biology - Glen Rein
11. Spoon Bending - Jack Houck
12. The Bedini Motor - Tom Bearden, John Bedini, Peter Lindemann
13. The Philadelphia Experiment - Al Bielek
14. The Structuring of Water by Crystals - Marcel Vogel
15. Understanding the Radionics Equation - Ed Kelly
16. Unification of the Four Forces of Nature with the Mind - Andrea Puharich
17. Using Love as a Radionics Reagent - Marty Lucas
18. Using Radionics Every Day - Lutie Larsen
19. 1985 Tom Bearden Soviet Weather Engineering over North America
Bonus Video #1 and #2
20. Remembering The Future; The Physics of the Soul and Time Travel - Brooks Agnew
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21. Pyramids–Crop Circles and Medicine Wheels are Vortex Portals - Mary Hardy
2015 Livestream Playback (audio)
22. Tri-Vortex Technology - the Cutting Edge of Subtle Energy Applications- Brian Andersen
23. Biomolecular Transitions to Higher Order States from 4D to 5D-Glen Rein
24. Radionics Demystified -Ed Kelly
25. Radionic Techniques to Help Sleep Apnea, Lyme Disease and Allergies -Tim Lippert
26. Organic Farming Facts, Fabrications and Radionics -George Kuepper
27. Healing with Radionics -Linda Lancaster
28. Use of Radionic Techniques on Farm and Homestead-Lutie Larsen
29. Scientific Validation of Botanical Medicine-Ellen Kamhi R.N.
30. Tribute to Cleve Baxter-Brian Andersen
31. Global Mind Control and the First 4 Worlds of Defense-Richard A. Miller
32. Biophotons The Light Emitted by Organisms in Health and Healing-Beverly Rubik
33. Activating the Glia Brain Through Spiral Breath and the Quantum Infinity-Gayle Mack
34. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locally-Jon Klimo
35. The Structure of Water and How Psyche Enters Matter-Richard A. Miller
36. NON-GMO Better Late Than Never-Ellen Kamhi
Searching and Finding:
If you are looking for anything on psychotronics or radionics, let us know; we’ll add that to our request corner.

John Reed was editor of the Newsletter from 2016 through 2019. He put out a lot of feelers for
articles and books to fill the USPA library. Earlier in this newsletter, I shared the work John has been
doing and why USPA feels that this is such important work. I did a personal “search and find” in a
previous newsletter, and the readers came through.
I will be only asking for one thing each month. If someone has, shares or can tell us where to find it,
they will be mentioned and be awarded the “USPA Research Angel Award” in our next newsletter.
We’re still Hoping. John mentioned to me that the American Society of Dowsers once had a
“mimeographed” paper newsletter that was done on 8.5 X 11 inch copy paper and mailed out to its
members. We’d love to have a copy of them, for our files. As they were organized in 1961, any issues
that you might have would be gladly accepted. [3-14-2021 Update. With so much going on, this is a
repeat request. Still no answers. Please help if you can.]
If you don’t want them back, just send them to John. If you want to keep them, perhaps you can scan
them to pdf and email them to him. IF you want to keep them and don’t have a scanner, send them to
me. I will scan them the day I receive them and put them right back in the mail to you the next day!
Email John or Gail to set up the donation. joreed43@gmail.com or gailinvermont@outlook.com
A Virtual Library
Our former newsletter editor John Reed has done an enormous amount of this preservation work
too. He has scanned to pdf thousands of pages of scientific work. He has preserved most of our USPA
newsletters, journals and proceedings and much more. He continues to be the “official” librarian of
USPA. Many thanks to John for all of his work! The full, ever changing list can be found here: USPA
Library.
John says: “As a whole, the members of USPA have a huge “library” of periodicals, but it just
happens to be “distributed” among its members at this point in time. However, we can work together,
and if you would be willing to loan, donate, Xerox, or as a last resort, sell copies of your periodicals to
us for the USPA Library, then we will be able to build a large centralized library of all psychotronics
periodicals. And all USPA members will then be able to use these periodicals in their research or for
their reading enjoyment.”
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Section IX Editor’s Feedback Nook:
We’d like this to be an interactive newsletter! (Read that as “Somebody talk to me!!)
Send your article submissions, comments or questions to the editor, Gail Ruggles at
gailinvermont@outlook.com (Please note; my email has changed.) I will respond to all!








Do you need a writing prompt?
Who is your favorite USPA Speaker? (And why?)
Where did you last attend the USPA Conference and what did you like most?
What’s the neatest single thing you learned at a conference, that you didn’t expect to learn?
What radionic or psychotronics book or article have you read lately that you would like to share?
Who would you like to see present a webinar on our website?
Are you looking for info about a radionic instrument, scientist, book or article you can’t find?
Would like to make a news announcement, report something, make a request, or post a question
about anything related to psychotronics, radionics or a related subject? Here’s your chance!

Section X - The Basics
Production of the Newsletter
Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Ruggles, 2088 Maple Ridge Road, Newark, VT 05871.
Email gailinvermont@outlook.com Phone: 802-535-5173. After August 1, 2020, please address all
newsletter inquiries to Gail.
For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich, the secretary / treasurer
of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com
Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the 12th of each month to
gailinvermont@outlook.com for review for possible publication in the next month’s newsletter. The
Board of Directors reviews all editorial decisions.
Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related topics at USPA’s website at
http://psychotronics.org . Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
Back Issues of our Newsletters are available on the USPA website above. Or Click Here
Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves the right to post copies
of the USPA Newsletter on its website.
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Let Them Read!
Our Officers and Board Members:
President
VP - Scientific Outreach
Secretary / Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Speaker Coordinator

Jon Klimo Ph.D.
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.
Scott Beutlich
Daniel Taylor
Glen Rein Ph.D.

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Alan Kacperski
Glen Rein Ph.D.
John Reed M.D.
Daniel Taylor
Ann Michels
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.

What is USPA?
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization founded
in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of esoteric,
spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.
The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has
featured countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any
interested persons to openly discuss their work.
What is Psychotronics?
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an
interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.
Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the
mind, brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term
“psychotronics”.
We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the
professionals. We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than
personal experience and unsupported hypotheses.

Help Them Experiment!
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Section XI - Our Sponsors
USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page
The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who have made
generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association in the past three years.
This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each issue of the USPA
Journal & Newsletter, and new names will be added as donations are received.
The USPA wishes to recognize the following individuals and extend our gratitude for their
generosity:
Donors 2020
Michael Leger (aetherea LLC)
Alexander S.C. Rower
Michael Picker
PMH Atwater
Renee Gerow
Donors 2019
Dr. John Reed
Michael Leger
George Alder II
Harsinie Pranditarante
Donors 2018
George B Alder
Michael Leger
William Reeves
Daniel Taylor
Scott Beutlich
Eric Rowley
Clement Jewel
Dr. John Reed
To make a tax deductible donation to the United States Psychotronics Association
(USPA) online, please go to the
USPA Donations Page
and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.
For those who wish to make a donation by check,
please make your check payable to “USPA” and mail it to
USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,
525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014
~ With Our Continued Thanks! ~
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Section XII – Classifieds
If you have any “related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines, etc.) we charge 20 cents per
word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per whole page. Your paid ad will
run in the next three issues of the newsletter, or until you let us know your item is no longer for sale.
If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will advertise for
you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours.
If you would like to publicize a for profit event, USPA will charge average advertising rates.
Please contact Scott Beutlich at uspsychotronics@gmail.com. to discuss this well ahead of time.
(We will have a disclaimer on the page saying that USPA is not responsible for the content or
condition of items sold from this newsletter, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of
presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA can not
recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board or officers.

Section XIII – J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available!
Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in
psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989.
All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been
reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a
fraction of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.
So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their
collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each
online. However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All
are: Available at Amazon.com
ISBN-10:
The first book of
468
1543024998
three volumes on
Pages
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
978-1543024999
Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers
in subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal
transduction, and related subjects.
These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's
orgone energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's
transmission of energy, and related research done by many others.
Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses
in depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte
and other prominent people in the radionics field.
ISBN-10:
The second book 258
Collected Properties &
1543025048
of three volumes on
Pages
Writings of J. G.
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gallimore: Volume 2
978-1543025040
This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers
Gallimores research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics,
psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.
In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic
Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is
The Handbook of Unusual Energies:
Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual
Energies
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provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research
ISBN-10:
The third book of 228
Relationship Between
1543024947
three
volumes on
Pages
Parapsychology and
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gravity: Volume 3
978-1543024944
This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of
parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and
similar phenomena can physically occur.
He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the
ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force,"
Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He
shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.
He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that
could potentially be used to harness or control these energies.
ISBN-10:
374
Transverse Paraphysics: The New
1543024920
Pages
Science of Space, Time, and Gravity
ISBN-13:
Control
978-1543024920
This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about antigravity, space, time, and biophysics.
He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, and new discoveries in each of
these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity and then discusses anti-gravity
patents that have been obtained.
He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles.
ISBN-10:
134
Unified Field Theory Research Book:
1543024831
Pages
Using Subjective Response to PsiISBN-13:
Plasma for Analysis of Properties
978-1543024838
Neutral Charge Plasma Fields
This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma
fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and
non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies,
which may enhance health or harm health.
The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the
odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high
frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all
inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification.
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